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ABSTRACT

Many support systems are required in the design, com-
missioning, and normal operation of a modern cyclotron.
Presented is an overview of the computing environment
developed during these various stages at TRIUMF. The
current computing environment is also discussed, with em-
phasis on how one can provide an integrated system which
is user-friendly.

INTRODUCTION

Our Computing Services Group has been involved in
many of the computing aspects in the design, commission-
ing, operation, and application phases of the TRIUMF cy-
clotron. I will not discuss any details concerning the many
computer codes1' that are now used in particle accelerator
design. I will review how our computing has evolved over
the years but due to my own limited knowledge of all the
computing aspects involved I will confine the scope of this
paper to those areas in which our group was personally
involved. Some emphasis will also be placed on the gen-
eral application software tools OPDATA,2' EDGR,3) and
PLOTDATA4' developed by our group.

THE PAST

In any historical discussion of the development of the
computing environment at a cyclotron during its design,
commissioning, and operation?! phases, one must take into
account the dramatic changes in computing hardware tech-
nology which take place during these stages. In just the
aspect of computing capacity per constant dollar value,
there has been, and there continues to be a rough doubling
every 2-3 years! Even taking this aspect into account,
the computing environment currently supported by the 5
full-time members of the "Computing Services Group"is
the result of a unique set of circumstances. Back in 1969,

just before starting the construction of TRIUMF, the main
campus computer was one of the earliest computers to of-
fer a time-sharing operating system, called the Michigan
Terminal System (MTS). During TRIUMF's initial de-
sign and commissioning stages (1969-1973) the computing
tools used were mainly a series of 'batch' oriented codes.
Dominantly these were orbit codes such as GOBLIN1,
CYCLOPS,5' COMA,6' and TRIWHEEL7' and beam line
transport codes such as TRANSPORT8' and REVMOC9101

used to design the primary and secondary beam lines.
However, it was during this time that the seeds were sown
for the development of 'interactive1 codes. Small inter-
active codes were written, which allowed for better feed-
back than submitting jobs on a card reader, and run from
teletypes in 1971 and raster scan video display terminals
the following year. Batch style programming peaked in
1973 with the monumental effort required to 'shim' the
main magnet using a computational loop involving at least
6 baich programs. During 1974 many small interactive
codes were written in support of beam development. These
codes had a lot in common, differing mainly in some de-
tails. It was at this time that, as an experiment in pro-
gramming, we developed RELAX3D,11' a pure FORTRAN
version of a program partly written in assembly language,
which calculated 3 dimensional electrostatic fields for the
central region of a cyclotron. Due to memory constraint
of the then current computers, this program was limited
to solving only 'test' cases . It was, to take another 5-10
years before this code1" became a valuable resource for
TRIUMF and other laboratories. However, it illustrates
the value of long range planning and the need for continu-
ity in program development. Without such commitments,
many prematurely developed programming projects would
be lost.

Using some more discretionary time, fortunately pro-
vided by management, our computing group began to de-
velop a library of common interactive support subroutines.

'General OrBit LINear code from MSU



Our interactive programming style at first used the menu
driven approach (eg. SPEAM,13' written in 1973 to calcu-
late beam line envelopes taking account of space charge).
By the summer of 1975 we had developed our first full
blown interactive code — 1NTRAN,H| which was essen-
tially a human interface to TRANSPORT but which more
than doubled the total length of this program! We quickly
found the menu driven approach awkward to use, as too
many options became available, and settled instead on the
command driven interactive style. By the following sum-
mer INTRAN had been completely rewritten as a com-
mand driven program, now also running on graphics ter-
minals. The next two years, with the help of some inspired
work done by summer students, a new program called
OPDATA was developed. OPDATA was an attempt to
integrate into a single program the myriad of tasks pre-
viously done by many separate programs. Details of this
versatile program are discussed below.

From a computing support point of view, the year 1980
was a critical year for TRIUMF. It was at this time that
I was able to spend a year at SIN (now PSI) and work on
implementing the MTS interactive graphics routines on a
VAX. Upon my return TRIUMF had just purchased its
own VAX and our computing services group was immedi-
ately able to provide centralized support, rather than the
usual 'free-for-all' approach taken at many other labora-
tories. This head-start allowed our group to provide an
integrated package of tools capable of solving a wide vari-
ety of computing problems.
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THE PRESENT

The long range goal of TRIUMF's Computing Services
Group has been to provide an integrated computing envi

ronment which can deal with all scientific (as opposed to
administrative) computing aspects of a modern cyclotron
laboratory. This means dealing with (but by no means
limited to) such aspects as:
• electronic networking.
• computing data security (backup, archive).
• computing hardware and software.
• cyclotron modelling and simulation.
• cyclotron controls and operation.
• data analysis.
• documentation preparation systems.

Remarkably, after some twenty years, the operating
system for the main campus computer is still MTS. How-
ever its use at TRIUMF has been steadily declining with
the growing popularity of VMS on VAXes. As can be
seen from Figure 1. the CPU power of TRIUMF's VAX
cluster is doubling approximately every 2 years. Figurr 2
shows our current cluster configuration and network links
in some detail.
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Figure 2: Current TRIUMF VAX Cluster

Electronic Networks

The evolution of our electronic networks has been just
as dramatic as the increase in raw CPU power. As can
be seen from Figure 2, many of TRIUMF's computers
are linked to the site-wide Ethernet. As well, the three
provincial Universities' Computing Centres and TRIUMF
are interconnected by Ethernet (the slowest segment being
a 244 Kbaud link to the University of Victoria, located on
Vancouver Island some 80km away). This allows trans-
parent access to our computing resources for these found-
ing members of TRIUMF. The HEPNET and NSFNET
links allow TRIUMF staff to keep in touch with the world-



wide community involved in high energy physics. These
links not only support electronic mail but also remote lo-
gin access to thousands of DEC nodes around the world,
many located at accelerator laboratories. This allows for
easy exchange of software and access to data bases such
as SPIRES at SLAC. Global electronic conferencing can
readily be done using for example the VAX PHONE util-
ity. Although most external mail is exchanged via BIT-
NET, for those sites not on BITNET or HEPNET we use
the utility GMAIL2. This relieves the users from having to
learn about gateways and having to address them prop-
erly. Connections to our VAX cluster can also be made
via X.29 using the public packet switching networks. The
value of these electronic networks is hard to over-estimate
— even such mundane tasks as arranging accommodations
at TRIUMF House can be made by just sending an elec-
tronic mail message to HOUSING«TRIUMFCL.

As part of the overall strategy of providing network
access to TRIUMF's computers we have installed a num-
ber of 2400 bd dial-up ports. With the popularity of the
Atari-ST as terminals (discussed below) this has proven to
be beneficial for home use, by experimentalists who want
to monitor their experiment, programmers who want to
develop and debug programs, and system managers who
perform remote diagnostics on the site computers.

Hardware Standards

Figure 3: Atari high speed display mode.

CPU's and Workstations

Although in the past 2 years a considerable effort has
been expended by our group doing evaluations of vari-
ous computer hardware alternatives, we have repeatedly
stayed with DEC computers. This is because of their user
friendly operating system, wide range of integrated prod-
uct line, network transparency, their extensive use at other
cyclotron laboratories and the fact that: t is much easier to
maintain and develop software as well as manage systems

'Provided by Ed Miller—SLAC

for a single vendor environment than for a heterogeneous
one. The popularity of VAXes is an extremely important
factor for an international laboratory like TRIUMF. Many
visitors coming to TRIUMF just bring a 'backup' tape,
load it into a VAX and Voila!, they have the same envi-
ronment as they had on a VAX back home... no learning
curve. No matter how friendly our own utilities, some vis-
itors still prefer to use their own (especially if they require
non-English utilities!)

From Figure 2 one can readily see '.he significant im-
pact made by the recent developme: ts in workstations.
They now perform more calculations than our mainframe
machines. This is because they are currently the most
cost effective way to add CPU cycles to our cluster. The
current pace of workstation evolution is in such a frantir
state that we can soon expect to see CRAY-I like perfor-
mance on our desk for $10k! This decentralization of com-
puting is expected to continue into the foreseeable future.
Providing computing support in such an environment is
considerably simplified by the VAX cluster environment
which allows all CPU's transparent access to all cluster
application programs.

Terminals

For terminals we have exclusively adopted VT100 com-
patible terminals which simultaneously support the Tek-
tronix 4010/4014 graphics mode (mono, or colour). In
line with maintaining an integrated computing environ-
ment our group continually evaluated and recommended
the most suitable terminals. More than two years ago
it became clear that PC's, acting as terminal emulators,
could provide a more cost effective and flexible solution.
The Atari-ST's with a locally developed terminal emula-
tion package called ST64015' now form an integral part of
our overall computing environment. This is because, un-
like ordinary t-rminals they offer the following features:
• Low unit cost compared to terminals.
• Good quality 600x400 non-interlaced monochrome dis-
play.
• VT100 style keyboard.
• Mouse and/or keyboard control of graphics cursor.
• True zoom (4096x3120 resolution) and pan functions.
• Local storage/replay of text and graphics.
• Multi-page text recall buffer.
• Local graphics processing for fast l/2d histograms (see
Figure 3.
• Screen image dumps (under 6 seconds) to laser printers.
• Remapping of stored vector list (12 bit precision for 4014
mode) to the full resolution of an attached (laser) printer.
• Ability to add new terminal features!
• Can run UTjrX /TEX , word-processing, spreadsheet and
other applications.
In addition, by attaching an IEEE-488 interface module



the Atari can be used as a low cost programmable con-
troller and/or data logger for HP-IB bus instruments. Over-
all the Atari's have been enthusiastically accepted by our
user community, especially by the experimentalists who
use its many tailor made features.

PC's can now run many beam dynamics codes but
do not integrate well into the overall computing environ-
ment due to the limited availability of local tools and net-
work support as has been provided on the VAX machines.
DEC's Personal Computing Systems Architecture (PCSA)
does provide virtual disk services, file services and printer
services in addition to DECnet-DOS, and this has resulted
in a better merging of the VMS and DOS environments.
However, PC memory limitations, system management,
a non-VTIOO style keyboard, etc. have all impeded the
smooth transition of conventional VAX users to the PC's.
Nevertheless PC's are in extensive use at TRIUMF, solv-
ing many individual and usually dedicated tasks. Gener-
ally the software used on them are commercially developed
products such as Autocad.

Theie is often a need to digitize data (eg. from other
graphics publications). To meet this need we have inter-
faced our graphics 'i&ckage to two types of digitizers. One
type is connected to a VAXstation, substituting for the
usual mouse, while ^lother type is more flexible in that it
is simply juxtaposed between any graphics terminal and a
computer and can thus send digitized co-ordinates directly
to a file without the need of an application program.

Software Standards

For the development of application software we have
standardized on using VAX FORTRAN-77. It was chosen
because FORTRAN is the language understood by most
scientists and engineers. In support of this programming
environment we also provide FORTRAN versions of the
IMSL, NAG, SLA TEC, CERN, and TRIUMF libraries. In
general we discourage the use of the commercial libraries
for applications which may need to be ported to other
systems since they a w not be available there.

The symbolic mathematical computation systems SMP,
MACSYMA, and REDUCE have also been made avail-
able. These systems tend to emphasize purely symbolic
capabilities with some provision to translate lengthy alge-
braic expressions into FORTRAN source code. SMP (as
are some other such systems) is also fairly advanced in
being able to formulate large models or calculations sym-
bolically and then run them numerically. Of the three sys-

tems SMP is supported in some depth by our group1617'
and is now used on a daily basis. Since the learning curve
is steep (but with commensurate rewards) it is essential
that users have access to a local 'guru'.
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Figure 4: INFO utility display.

This locally developed utility allows anyone to moni-
tor the CPU usage of any iijer proceis running on a VAX
and display a real-time histogram (optionally cumulative)
of the % CPU time spent in each subroutine. See Figure 4
for a sample display. This tool has been of great value
to easily and quickly isolate tardy subroutines. Commer-
cially available tools such as DEC's PCA (Performance
and Coverage Analyzer), which requires one to recompile
the program with the debugger enabled and link with this
utility, can yield more detailed information but are more
difficult to use. In general these tools are not used as a
matter of course but only when we find program perfor-
mance to be unsatisfactory.

The Dynamic Trio

One of the main tasks of our group has been the pre-
and post-processing of information used by orbit/beam
dynamics codes. The philosophy was to write a series of
programs (each fully integrated with presentation graph-
ics) which, using a set of simple commands, can manip-
ulate data files (on disk or in computer memory) in the
manner required by a diverse set of needs — thus relieving
the scientists and engineers from the rather mundane task
of programming and allowing them to do those jobs for
which they are particularly suited. To satisfy this ambi-
tious goal one must always obey the traditional trade-off
shown below:

GOOD - FAST - CHEAP
(PICK ANY TWO)



each is given below.
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Figure 5: Trio overview.

We have chosen the first two - for the development costs
have been high - more than 10 man-years.

As a product of long range goals our group has pro-
vided the VAX users with an integrated package of tools
written in FORTRAN. The three most commonly used be-
ing OPDATA, PLOTDATA, and EDGR. The foundation
on which these programs are built is a comprehensive li-
brary of graphics routines. This trio has proven to be so
popular that its use now extends far beyond the bounds of
cyclotron beam dynamics and has been freely distributed
to over 100 research and educational institutions world-
wide.

These programs are in a continual state of evolution,
with the addition of features driven largely by user de-
mands and changes in hardware technology. Their capa-
bilities thus largely reflect the needs of cyclotron laborato-
ries like TRIUMF to solve a large class of computing tasks
without the need for the user to do any computer program-
ming. Since they are such an integral part of computing
at TRIUMF I feel that an outline of their capabilities is
warranted.

Figure 5 shows an overview of how these 3 application
tools relate to the user community. Note how virtually
any program which produces graphics can benefit from
our overall environment.

OPDATA (») and PLOTDATA (t>)

OPDATA is an interactive command driven language
designed mainly for the manipulation of dynamic data ar-
rays, while PLOTDATA is an interactive command driven
language whose central function is to produce graphical
presentations of numeric data. The features provided by

•> Curve fitting, smoothing and plotting.
•> Integration, Differentiation, Interpolation.
•> Digitizing data from screen plots.
•t> Over 100 built-in math functions.
•> Dynamic allocation of arrays.
•> Built-in EDT and graphical editor EDGR.
•t> Dual level built in calculator.
•> Generate arrays which are functions of others. .
•t> Expression evaluation including Boolean logic
•> Non-linear fitting of data with any expression
•> Flexible input/output of user data arrays.
•t> Forgiving of input errors.
•> Allows scalar, string, and vector variables.
•t> Display status and history of selected variables.
•D> Asynchronous trap handler to allow command abort.
•[> Dynamic and static 20 line input recall buffer.
•t> Temporary access to operating system (DCL).
•> Macro capability (to 9 levels) with parameter passing.
•t> Macro generation by 'prototyping'.
•> Extensive on-line help facility, instant command help.
•t> Reference manual.
•> Customized X-Y line graphs.
*•> Unlimited text titling, labelling and annotating.
•r> Multiple axes with flexible positioning.
•> Log scales to any base, including e.
•> Underlying graphics support allows:

D Output to many graphics devices.
• More than 40 fonts available.
• Zoom and pan functions via EDGR.
D Windowing for multiple plots/image.
• Merge current plot with previous ones.
• Device-independent graphics metafile.
• Generate TpjX compatible graphics output.
• Labelling (optionally) follow rescaled plots.

> Allow matrix variables.
> Two-dimensional interpolation for sparse data.
> Density, contour, surface plotting.
> Multiple viewports and windows.
> Contour plots with following features:

• Use of gridded or sparse data.
• Labelled or unlabelled contours.
D Full or partial map scaling.
• Rectangular or polar map.
D Area/volume tabulations.

> Bar, pie and tile graphs.
> Density plots with following features:

• Rectangular or polar map.
D Optional profile projections.
D Random point type w. optional colour.
• Boxes w. size related to density.
• Colour region fill.
• Monochrome dithering patterns.

> 2-D surface plots with hidden lines.



> Filling between curves.
i> Unlimited mixing of graph types on a single picture.
> Ellipse fitting to scattered data.
> Automatic prompting of command parameters.
> Looping, branching and conditional statements in macros.

> Create your own commands by 'aliasing1.
• Data filtering, Sorting, Binning, (de)Convolution.
• (Inverse) Fast Fourier Transform of data.
• Recursive and non-recursive digital filtering.
• Peak finding (manual or automatic).
• Minimum/Multiple real roots of an expression.
• Dynamic loading of user written modules.
• Up to 8 user functions from shareable image.
• Session conversation logging.
• Save/restore of session (including graphics environment).

EDGE.

An interactive facility for creating, editing, manipulat-
ing, and storing graphical data. It has beea developed
primarily for scientific applications, as an aid to preparing
high quality graphs and diagrams for presentation or pub-
lication. It also provides a device-independent medium
of storage for graphical output produced by application
programs. It is extensively used in conjunction with the
above utilities. Its capabilities are comparable to those of
a text editor operating on text files.
• All graphics attributes stored in 32 bit precision.
• Box, circle, ellipse, arc, (poly)line, with fill patterns.
• Text in over 40 different fonts, wit i easy entry of math
symbols following the ifeX syntax.
• Graphical elements or images can be cut, pasted, scaled,
rotated, translated and included in larger images.
• Zoom/pan functions (multiple windows on VAXstations).

• Layer faciiity allows selective editing and overlaying.
• Magnified views are available on display and hardcopy.
• Entry or modification of drawing elements attributes
such as position, size, colour, orientation, justification,
font and line type.
• Attributes such as colour, line type, or text font, angle
and justification can be modified (sub)globally or on an
element-by-element basis.
• Merging of one image into another, by overlaying or by
scaling into a specified area.
• Composition of several images onto a single page.
• Multi-frame facility for archiving of images.
• Translation, scaling, rotation and duplication of ele-
ments.
• Various lines types (user definable) and thicknesses.
• Standard function keys for distance and angle measure-
ments, reference points, markers, numerical coordinate en-
try.
• Grid overlay with variable origin and spacing with 'snap'.

• Head as input images generated in Tektronix format
from other packages (eg. UGS).
• Read in Autocad drawings saved in plotter format.
• Hardcopy support to many devices in various formats.

• TgX compatible output for HPLaserjets.
• HPLaserjet. QMS, LN03+, Imagen laser printers.
• Zeta, HP, and Houston Instruments plotters.
• HP Thinkjet, HP PaintJet, Printronix printers.
D Postscript printers (e.g. Apple LaserWriter).

• Survey function for export of non-text numerical coor-
dinates.
• Comprehensive online documentation.
• Key driven help menus for active graphics cursor.
• User's Guide

The graphics editor EDGR can be run as a stand-alone
program or called as a procedure by user programs.

Underlying the above routines are the TRIUMF graph-
ics subroutines. They consist of various drivers, view-
porting, windowing, and other low level routines such as
AXIS and NUMBER. At an intermediate level we have
the GPLOT routines, which are a set of user friendly sub-
routines for X/Y plotting. For example, to plot X vs Y
complete with axes and bring up a menu to allow the cur-
rent plot to be edited, copied to some hardcopy device,
etc.

t " L * [ &G BO 1

Figure 6: Original sample program output.

C Coaplati tost of GPLOT

C

RE1LM 1(100).Y(100)

IPTM00

IiIIS=3 • plol dita iir«t

C

C D«zin« jour ovn datl

C

DD 10 1=1,IPT



XCI)=I

Y(I)=*BS(SIi(I/10.)/SQBT(I«l.))

10 COSTIIUE

C

90 CUX GPLOTU.K.IPT.IMIS)

C

C Xov chuxga what you want >

C

CULL GPLDT.COITROLC GPL>\*90)

ESTJ
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Figure 7: Modified sample program output

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the initial and possible final
output produced by this sample program.

Sample Applications

The application of this trio of programs is so wide
spread that it is used by nearly all computer users at
TRIUMF. To illustrate just a few:

Cyclotron Design

An important part of cyclotron design is the graphical
visualization of numerical data. As an example Figure 8
show the output of OPDATA in plotting a vector field.
Note how each point has an associated co-ordinate, vector
length, angle and colour (not shown).

The harmonic field profiles, polar 'density' and field
gradient plots of a 4-fold symmetric magnetic field are
shown in Figure 9. A listing of the sequence of PLOTDATA
commands generating this follows.
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OPDATA OUTPUT FOR COMMAND
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Figure S: Electric field map
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DEVICZ OFF
PQKTUIT
1U10SCU.E COKXEISUUTE
VIID0W S
DEISITY/P0HTS/P0U1 UDIUS TBET1 It
VIID0W 7

DEisrn/poiiTS/rau»/DE»iv UDIUS TBETI n
UIID0V 4
DEFJULTS
1UTD5C1LE 01
GUPB UDIUS 4 ( 1 , 1 : 9 9 ]
CUUVE UDIUS 1 [ 2 . 1 99]
CIKVE UDIUS t [ 4 , 1 : 9 9 ]
«IID(N 0

SET
II10C 25

inoc 92.
ITITJIT 1

TITUG 0
CU1S01 -2

TEXT "Hapacic Fi . ld"
SET XIL0C 76.
TEXT -'nagn«tic Fiald Gridlant"

Cyclotron diagnostics

TEXT "Rtdiua (ca)"
SET IILOC 36.
TEXT "ladiua ( o ) "

SET
XXLOC 5S.
ITLOC 1

TEIT "Badiu (ca)"
SET
IILOC 6.
1TL0C 40.

TEIT "Ig"
SET
IILOC 39.
ITLOC 40.

TEXT "loraga <l«ld"
SET
IILOC SS.
ITI.DC 26

TEIT "4<">tli<^> h«r«o&ic
SET

IILOC 41
IVL0C 13.

TEIT "8f>th<_> h i n n i c
Btucopy

Figure 10 shows the result of using OPDATA to obtain
V* cos(<£) vs. energy from a radial probe scan of the time-
of-flight vs. radius. The OPDATA procedure used was:
/U1D TH0I.DJT (I.T) (2 ,6)
TUSEC-n.327 . %/1023*96.)
TUUS-TUSEC/ 2168
/U1D BElTtBLE.DlT (BBE1.UV)

/inn CUEI.I) luvi if

• E l D l / M T U l U I J U T / H I ) II I SET 1TLDC S3

/B10OTB .01 (E> (TUUS) (TI)
DT>TIUS-TI
/SBODTB .1 (E) (DT) (DTS)
TS"TI«DTS
/DEIIT (TS) (E) (DEDT)
<COS>OCDT«lOOO/4
/PSCU.E 0 «OO 4B »S
/PLOT (I,(COS)
/PSC1LE 0 K D O 0
/PLOT (E.TI)

K«id data fr<m c o l m i 2 1 5
Co&TU-t tiat to •icro-a«conds
Caleolata t o n Bnabar
laad proba coB*ar*icin tabla
CoBv«rt proba radii to avaragaa
Calcolata aBargy fro« a*araga radii
Sawoth turu vt. «Bargj
DiffcraBca batvaaa ras aBd amootbad
•Booth diffaraaca OBIJP
Idd amootBad dlflaraaca to baBaliaa
Calcslata d.ri.atl»« DE/DT
Baaraj gaia ia 4«daa Toltaga
Sat plot acalaa
Plot VacoaCpkaja] va. Eaargy
latoacala T fox ovarlay
Orarlay Tiaa-of-flight va. Eaargr
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Figure 9: CP30 magnetic field plots.
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Figure 10: Determine V*COS(#)

Figure 11 shows the application of OPDATA in smooth-
ing data using Fast Fourier Transforms. For illustrative
purposes a noisy Gaussian was used. The OPDATA pro-
cedure used was:

I-I
fKCTIK (X) 200
Y-np(-(i-ioo)«*2/soo)»(.a«.4*ui(i))
FTt T M.YP
T1-T4XK8)
IFFT Tl.TP TS

Sat an array to th« i*t«g«ri
S.t laigta of I to TOO alaanta
1 Boiaj gaauian
FFT to g«t aaqilit«d«a aad phasaa
Z«EO M^litrndaa b«lo« 'cttt-url'
Mcoaatract •awothad array T3

Figure 11: Data smoothing using Fast Fouriei Transforms

! Rak« plot

Cyclotron controls

Figure ] 2 shows a snapshot of a real time display of the
trim coil monitor program18' running in 'overlay* mode.
This program is wholly based on the low level graphics
package GPLOT.19'

I «C 8[ I.'O 160 2DC 24[ 2S[ !-.:

Figure . 2: Real-time trim coil monitor

Cyclotron operations

A set of macros was used, together with OPDATA and
DCL procedures to prepare weekly beam status reports as
shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Weekly beam status reporting

Text Processing

It is interesting to note how modern technology has
once again returned the generation of publications back
into the hands of many scientists and engineers! This does
not mean that secretaries are out of a job. In fact, the sec-
retarial staff has been just as enthusiastic with this new
technology and allows for an even more harmonious rela-
tionship since we now 'speak the same language'.

Almost all work involving scientific formulae is printed
using the typesetting programs TgX and MjpC, on the HP
LaserJet printers located around the site. Rather than pro-
vide a high volume centralized printing facility the users
prefer to have the printing device close at hand. This is
largely the result of the fact that these programs are not
Wysiwyg (what you see ii what you get). There is still a
need for a Wysiwyg system (as currently provided by our
somewhat dilapidated AES system) and we are currently
planning to use WordPerfect on VAX workstations, net-
worked to the site Ethernet, for this support.

The tools we have developed at TRIUMF allow almost
all graphics programs in use at TRIUMF (whether incor-
porating our graphics packages or those from other labo-
ratories) to generate presentation quality plots which can
be merged with the TgX documents, thus doing away with
the traditional 'cut-and-paste' method.

Misc. Utilities

To aid the user community in other associated (per-
haps non-computing) tasks at TRIUMF, the following is a
partial list of some readily available miscellaneous utilities.
• TELBOOK: Computer search of TRIUMF employees
and visitors to find their phone numbers or visa-versa.

• BOOK: To maintain your own personal directory of tele-
phone numbers.
» BROADCAST: Broadcast a message to another user.
• CALCULATE: A calculator utility.
• CLUSER: Everything you want to know about current
cluster usage!
• CYSTATUS: Prints current Cyclotron status informa-
tion.
• DSM: Allows group managers to control disk space quo-
tas within a group.
• FREE: Shows disk space usage for all clustered machines.
• KERMIT: Communications protocol to transfer files to
PC's etc.
• M ATHDOC: Command driven information retrieval sys-
tem for the SLATEC, IMSL, NAG, and TRIUMF libraries.
• PLOTTEXT: Another popular command driven pro-
gram used to produce plots of formatted text. It is ex-
tensively used by those wanting to prepare presentation
viewgraphs or poster session material in large formats.
• S38: Allow access to budget/accounting information.
• SPELL: A spell checker which works well with L*TEX.
• STORES: Keyword search of items available in stores.
• TRIP: Lists site wide printer queue names, logical names,
physical location, and printer type.
• WHOIS: List all registered usernames and accounts by
knowing only part of this information.

Documentation

Most of our integration efforts would be wasted if we
did not properly document our work and provide easy ac-
cess to this documentation. To this end we have docu-
mented all our application programs in the machine read-
able form of Î TjrX documents, provided for a good way
to bind them so that pages do not get lost and finally dis-
tribute them from an off-the-shelf central location. We
rely heavily on feadback from our user community to im-
prove both the quality of the application programs and
the documentation.

THE NEAR FUTURE

• With the dispersal of computing to many (possibly het-
erogeneous) workstations an important task will be to pro-
vide software support for this distributed computing envi-
ronment.
• As users migrate away from using conventional grupi^c^
terminals, much of our efforts will be devoted to software
support of X-window based workstations, personal com-
puters, and terminals.
• The functionality of the core utilities OPDATA, EDGR,
and PLOTDATA will continue to expand rapidly. Empha-
sis will be placed on merging OPDATA and PLOTDATA
into a single utility as wall as providing them with a better



interface to the experiments being done at TRIUMF.

CONCLUSIONS

Our group has endeavored to provide an integrated
computing environment at TRIUMF, the heaxt of which is
a good graphics system and user friendly hardware. With
the tools provided, data, in all its various forms can be
readily manipulated, displayed, and the desired results
placed into publications for submission to journals. Im-
proving these tasks as advances in computing hardware
take place will be our main future goal. It is interesting
to note that our software efforts to solve many aspects of
the design, commissioning, and operating of a cyclotron
have become important applications at many other sites
and in many ways provided superior alternatives to scien-
tific data analysis and visualization compared to the few
costly commercial products available for these tasks.
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